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EDITORIAL

THE NEW YEAR LOOKS
REMARKABLY SIMILAR TO THE
LAST ONE
KYM BERGMANN

W

e are now in the Year of the Rat,
according to the Chinese calendar, and
the world looks quite similar to how it
was 12 months ago at the start of the Year of the
Pig. Conflicts continue in the Middle East; Chinese
expansion is not slowing; U.S. foreign policy remains
just as erratic as it has been since the start of the
Trump Presidency; coordinated international action
on climate change is lacking; economically the world
is awash with extraordinary levels of debt – and the
coronavirus reminds us that as a species we are
vulnerable to a tiny bit of nucleic acid wrapped in
some protein.
Looking back on the previous year, in many
respects it has not gotten much worse – even
the situation in Hong Kong appears to have
stabilised, though for how long is unpredictable.
North Korea is making rumbling noises about
doing something soon to push back against
sanctions – a possible long-range missile launch
– but at least the promised “Christmas present”
to the U.S. did not materialise. One wonders if
President Trump is sorry that he did not receive
a beautiful vase, which was his optimistic
interpretation of what Kim Jong-un had in mind.
In the Middle East, everyone seems to have
held their nerve – at least between countries. In
September a coordinated attack using cruise
missiles and drones took place against two
huge Saudi oil refining complexes, causing
considerable damage to both. They were almost
certainly of Iranian origin, but there was no
immediate retaliation. This followed Iran shooting
down a U.S. Global Hawk remotely piloted
aircraft in June – no mean feet since it typically
patrols at 60,000ft, which is quite an altitude for
a ground-to-air missile to reach.
Again, the Middle East and Western world held
its collective breath on January 3 when the U.S.
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used a drone strike to kill senior Iranian military
figure Qasem Suleimani as he arrived at Baghdad
International Airport. The immediate background
was a rocket attack several days before on an
airbase that killed a U.S. contractor, followed in
turn by a series of American airstrikes throughout
Iraq and Syria. Suleimani – a nasty and effective
character – was the commander of the elite Quds
Force, which is partly the expeditionary arm of the
Iranian Revolutionary Guards Corps.
As well as holding important military positions,
Suleimani was also a powerful figure in Iran’s
opaque theocratic structure, with speculation
that his influence was second only to that of
Supreme Leader, Ali Khamenei. A targeted
assassination of someone of this rank – the
equivalent of U.S. Vice President Mike Pence –
was inviting serious retaliation, with speculation
that it could see a combination of direct and
indirect attacks from Iran all around the Middle
East and possibly beyond.
Four days later, Iran fired two volleys of
around a dozen ballistic missiles at the Al Asad
airbase in Iraq, at which U.S. personnel were
located. While there was considerable material
damage, the initial reaction from President Trump
indicated no further escalation would occur
because no casualties had resulted from the rain
of missiles. Subsequently it has been revealed
that 34 U.S. personnel had been treated for
brain injuries of various severity, presumably
caused by the shock waves of exploding missiles
– but apparently this was deemed an insufficient
reason for further tit-for-tat attacks. Also during
this period of heightened tension, Iranian air
defences unintentionally shot down a commercial
Ukrainian airliner on January 8, killing all 176
passengers and crew.
Thankfully, cooler heads all around seem to
have prevailed for the moment – but the level of
tension between the U.S. and Iran is such that
fresh violence is almost inevitable. This seems
to have come about in large part because of
President Trump’s decision to pull out of the
Iran nuclear deal in May of 2018 and to instead

impose sanctions designed to destroy the Iranian
economy. As a consequence, Iran has resumed
the production of nuclear material that is once
again taking it down the path of acquiring an
atomic weapon.
Elsewhere in the region things don’t look much
better. The war in Afghanistan drags on – and
last year the USAF dropped more weapons on
the country than at any time since 2013, with
that metric alone showing that violence is on the
increase. The situation in Yemen is bleak. Libya
remains largely ungoverned. The much-boosted
Israeli-Palestinian peace deal worked out by
Jarred Kushner went exactly nowhere – despite
all of the fanfare – and a Mk 2 version will be
unveiled soon. If it follows the same formula of
requiring the Palestinian people to forego the
idea of an independent state in exchange for
economic prosperity the new plan will go the
same way as Mk 1.
In the Asian region, China’s push for some form
of regional hegemony continues with a massive
military build up – particularly of expeditionary
naval forces – showing no signs of slowing down.
As some analysts predict, having to all intents
and purposes secured the South China Sea, the
next strategic goal for Beijing is dominance of the
northern half of the Indian Ocean.
Taiwan remains committed to steering a
different course – though short of independence
– and the Presidential election of January 14
saw not only the highest turnout of voters ever,
but also a record majority for the incumbent Tsai
Ing-wen.
This is not at all the result that Beijing wanted
as she and the Democratic Progressive Party
has pushed back against interference from the
mainland. Her popularity was probably given a
boost by the pro-Beijing administrators of Hong
Kong taking a tough line against protests in that
country for greater freedom.
Characteristics of the rat are energy and
intelligence – but coupled with a desire for
peaceful and undisturbed lives. Let us hope that
world decision makers reflect those virtues.
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HEADLINES

LEONARDO WILL PROVIDE A
RAT 31 DL/M AIR DEFENCE
RADAR SYSTEM FOR
INDONESIAN AIR FORCE
– 21 January 2020 –

ANDERSEN AIR FORCE BASE, Guam (Jan. 12, 2020) An MQ4C Triton unmanned aircraft system (UAS) sits in a hangar
at Andersen Air Force Base after arriving for a deployment
as part of an early operational capability (EOC) test to
further develop the concept of operations and fleet learning
associated with operating a high-altitude, long-endurance
system in the maritime domain. (U.S. Air Force photo by
Senior Airman Ryan Brooks/Released)

UNPRECEDENTED MARITIME
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
POISED TO SUPPORT
MILITARY COMMANDERS IN
THE PACIFIC
– SAN DIEGO – 27 January 2020 –
Northrop Grumman Corporation’s MQ-4C Triton
unmanned aircraft system deployed for the first
time Jan. 26, to provide military commanders in the
Pacific greater maritime intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance (ISR) data to inform critical
decision-making in one of the most strategically
important regions in the world.
“This is a significant milestone in the MQ-4C Triton
program,” said Doug Shaffer, vice president and
program manager, Triton program, Northrop Grumman.
“Our partnership with the U.S. Navy has been crucial in
developing this system that will help commanders build
a better common operational picture.”
The U.S. Navy’s newest and most technologically
advanced ISR platform, Triton’s autonomous suite of
maritime sensors allows operators to detect, track,
classify and identify vessels on the ocean or in the
littorals in some of the world’s busiest shipping lanes.
Triton’s ability to fly at high altitude and remain
airborne in excess of 24 hours allows commanders to
surveil a larger maritime area than ever before. Designed
to operate in a manned-unmanned teaming concept,
Triton provides an unblinking eye over massive swaths
of ocean and littoral areas, enabling manned aircraft
such as the U.S. Navy’s P-8 Poseidon to focus on antisurface and anti-sub-surface warfare.
Unmanned Patrol Squadron One Nine, or VUP-19, is
the first squadron to operate the MQ-4C.
6 DefenceReviewAsia | FEB 2020

Leonardo has signed a contract with Indonesian
company PT Len Industri (Persero) to provide a RAT
31 DL/M radar system for the Indonesian Air Force
(IAF). The IAF will operate the radar to strengthen the
air defence system of the Republic of Indonesia.
PT Len Industri will supply local components,
infrastructure support, and expert radar maintenance.
For this contract and future programmes in Country
Leonardo and PT Len Industri plan a joint production
of radars in Indonesia.
The contract signing came just after an
announcement made in November 2019 at Defense
& Security exhibition in Bangkok, where Leonardo
revealed it will also provide a RAT 31 DL to the
Thailand Air Force.
The RAT 31 DL/M has already been acquired by
the Italian, German, Austrian air forces in addition to a
North African Air Force.
The RAT 31 DL/M is part of Leonardo’s RAT 31
radar systems family, and it shares its architecture with
the RAT 31 DL Long Range GCI (Ground Control
Interceptor) an advanced, L-band, solid state solution
for 3D surveillance, with an effective range of over
470 km. It protects against air and missile threats,
including ballistic missiles, for homeland security and
expeditionary missions. The radar system can adapt to
the challenges posed by a broad range of operational
scenarios, including where the radar has to face
jamming and heavy clutter at the same time. Its highly

reliable solid-state technology allows for a ‘graceful
degradation’, where even if some radar modules fail,
the overall performance of the radar is maintained.

BELL BOEING CMV-22B
OSPREY SUCCESSFULLY
COMPLETES FIRST FLIGHT
– AMARILLO, Texas, 21 January 2020 –
The first CMV-22B Osprey, built by Boeing and Bell
Textron Inc., a Textron Inc. company, completed first
flight operations at Bell’s Amarillo Assembly Center.
The CMV-22B is the latest variant of the tiltrotor fleet,
joining the MV-22 and CV-22 used by the U.S. Marine
Corps and U.S. Air Force.
The U.S. Navy will use the CMV-22B to replace
the C-2A Greyhound for transporting personnel, mail,
supplies and high-priority cargo from shore bases
to aircraft carriers at sea. Bell Boeing designed the
Navy variant specifically for carrier fleet operations
by providing increased fuel capacity for the extended
range requirement. The mission flexibility of the Osprey
will increase operational capabilities and readiness,
in addition to ferrying major components of the F-35
engine.
“With the ability to travel up to 1,150 nautical miles,
the CMV-22B will be a lifeline for our servicemen
and women out at sea,” said Kristin Houston, vice
president, Boeing Tiltrotor Programs and director, Bell
Boeing V-22 Program. “The quality and safety built
into this aircraft will revolutionize the way the U.S. Navy
fulfils its critical carrier on board delivery mission.”
Bell Boeing will deliver the first CMV-22B to Air Test
and Evaluation Squadron (HX) 21 in early 2020 for
developmental test.

The maiden flight of the first CMV-22B Osprey took place in Amarillo, Texas. Test pilots verified product requirements
and airworthiness for the U.S. Navy. (Bell photo)

HEADLINES

Drone Guard (IAI photo)

IAI\ELTA SUCCESSFULLY
TESTS ITS AIRPORT ANTIDRONE SOLUTION
Demonstrated at several major international
airports, the IAI Drone Guard will help airports
handle the growing challenge of drone
management
– 27 January 2020ELTA Systems, a subsidiary of Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI\ELTA), has successfully tested its
Drone Guard solution at several large international
airports in Europe, Latin America and Southeast
Asia. Airport operators globally are actively seeking
countermeasures to assist in handling the threat of
drones around airport terminals and especially on
the runways. The demand for drone management
solutions has grown rapidly following the incident
where Gatwick Airport was forced to shut-down
due to drones flying around the runway areas,
affecting over 1,000 flights. The Drone Guard
demonstration was performed during the airports’
8 DefenceReviewAsia | FEB 2020

daily routine operating hours to observe how the
system would detect the drones and neutralize
them without hindering any flights or alarming
passengers in the terminal area.

BAE SYSTEMS TO PROVIDE
TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND
LIFE CYCLE SUSTAINMENT
TO THE U.S.N. NAVAL
AIR WARFARE CENTER
AIRCRAFT DIVISION
– 23 January 2020 –
The U.S. Navy has awarded BAE Systems a prime
position on a five-year, $34.9 million indefinite delivery/
indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contract to provide life cycle
sustainment and technical support for the Naval Air
Warfare Center Aircraft Division’s (NAWCAD) Special
Communications Mission Solutions Division. The
contract was awarded through the Naval Air Warfare
Center Aircraft Division Contracting Office.

“For more than 40 years, BAE Systems has been
the contractor of choice for life cycle sustainment
and technical support for NAWCAD’s Special
Communications Mission Solutions Division,” said
Mark Keeler, vice president and general manager of
BAE Systems’ Integrated Defense Solutions business.
“As a leading systems integrator, we understand the
need for quick reaction field support to ensure our
military customers are mission ready and maintain a
tactical edge.”
Through this award, BAE Systems will support and
sustain variety of C5ISR systems embedded within
vehicles, watercraft, and specialized communications
platforms in the NAWCAD inventory. The company’s
C5ISR efforts will include maintaining and upgrading
command, control, communications, computers, cyber,
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems,
integrated and networked to improve the situational
awareness of military operators and decision makers.
Work on this program will be performed in forward
deployed mission locations include Central Command
(CENTCOM) and Africa Command (AFRICOM)
Areas of Responsibility (AOR).

HEADLINES

AUSTRALIAN NAVY OPENS
NEW WARFIGHTING
AGENCY
– 21 January 2020 –
The Royal Australian Navy has opened a
centralised warfighting agency, designed to
enhance Navy’s lethality in times of conflict.
The Maritime Warfare Centre merges the Royal
Australian Navy Test and Evaluation Authority
(RANTEA) and Australian Maritime Warfare
Centre (AMWC) into a centralised body to
support current and future capabilities to fight and
win at sea.
Director of the Maritime Warfare Centre,
Captain David Frost said the Centre will
provide expanded Test and Evaluation, Tactical
Development and Operational Analysis throughout
the Capability Life Cycle.
“The First Principles Review and the National
Naval Shipbuilding Enterprise has driven Navy to
re-think how they provide warfighting support,”
Captain
Frost said.
APDR_KW_HalfPage_1-13-20.pdf
1
1/17/20
4:37 PM
“Continuous shipbuilding requires continuous

HMAS Hobart conducts a live fire exercise using the Mark 45 Mod

design, testing, and tactical
4 5-inch gun as a test of capability before proceeding to their Unit
Readiness Evaluation (URE). Credit: CoA / Christopher Szumlanski
development, and Navy is evolving
to meet this challenge.”
The new Maritime Warfare Centre
will ensure Navy is prepared to
meet the demands of a rapidly
growing modern Navy in partnership
with Defence and Industry.
Captain Frost said the
amalgamation of RANTEA and
AMWC will take Navy warfighting to
the next level.
“We will continue to apply
scientific, engineering, and deep
warfare experience to understand
analysis teams will collaborate with agencies
what our ships, submarines, and aircraft are
to develop plans across sea control, littoral,
capable of, and how we can get the most out of
integrated air and missile defence and information
them when called upon”, Captain Frost said.
warfare domains.
“We will establish Test and Tactics Development
“These plans will provide the battle rhythm for all
Teams that will support Navy Programs from
trials, ensuring the right systems are tested at the
inception to completion. They will plan, collect
right time to support the right decisions.”
and analyse data that will inform critical decisions
The Maritime Warfare Centre is located at
about current and future systems.
Garden Island, Sydney.
“In parallel, warfare program and operational
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The RSAF is looking at new ways to improve its air power generation, even after the decommissioning of Paya Lebar airbase.
Credit: Chen Chuanren

Chen Chuanren // Singapore

NEW SHOPPING CART FOR THE REPUBLIC OF
SINGAPORE AIR FORCE
After ticking off a series of modernisation programmes, the RSAF now moves closer to fulfil the Ministry of Defence
(Mindef) 2030 vision of a next generation armed force. With H225M and CH-47F helicopter purchases, the
completion of the F-16 Mid Life Upgrade and soon the F-35B in the bag, the RSAF will likely be shifting its gears
in the modernisation of other support platforms within the air arm. A number of programmes have been under
consideration for several years.
TRANSPORT AND MARITIME PATROL
AIRCRAFT
Singapore now flies five Fokker 50 Enforcer 2
maritime patrol aircraft (MPA), which have been
operational since 1995. Capable of firing the
AGM-84 Harpoon and A224/S torpedoes, the
warfighting systems are manned by Republic
of Singapore Navy personnel, but flown by
RSAF pilots. Used extensively in anti-piracy and
maritime security operations, Singapore had put
out a generic Request For Information sometime
10 DefenceReviewAsia | FEB 2020

around 2015 for a new MPA platform. Saab and
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) have put up the
Swordfish and the ELI-3360 respectively, both
based on the Bombardier Global series business
jet modified to carry maritime sensors as well as
hardpoints for anti-ship missiles and torpedoes.
Boeing has also offered the P-8A Poseidon,
but many analysts have suggested that the 737
based aircraft might be “too much of an aircraft”
for the RSAF.
However, both Swordfish and ELI-3360 remain

on the drawing board and that would deter the
RSAF from taking a leap of faith to embark on the
purchase of an unproven platform. Furthermore,
Saab said in late 2018 that the company will not
be going further with the Swordfish program unless
it has a partner customer to share the development
of the aircraft with.
A wildcard in the market is Lockheed Martin’s
MPA kit for its C-130J Hercules, with a removable
maritime warfare package for the cargo aircraft.
Should for any reason the RSAF consider

SINGAPORE
A sensible progression for the DAG community
is moving to the RBS70 NG. The near identical
system will be favoured by the RSAF trainers, and
a motorised version could come mounted on the
Singapore Armed Forces’ new VAMTAC utility
vehicles or even on the HIGUARD 6x6 protected
vehicle. The RSAF could be also looking for an AD
system that can engage and jam drones in a cost
effective manner - a new and evolving threat facing
most modern militaries now.
Saab told reporters in 2018 that Singapore is
beginning a Low Level Coverage Radar programme
to replace the P-STAR, used to provide radar
coverage for the SHORAD systems above. It said
there will be opportunities to market the Giraffe 1X
lightweight radar, which has a range of around 75
km in X (I) Band.

UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS
Although still very reliable platforms, both the Fokker 50 MPA and C-130B/H are showing their age. Credit: Chen Chuanren

In March 2019, Mindef revealed a Next Generation
UAV programme to ‘replace older UAVs that are
reaching the end of their operational life.’ Delivered
in 2006, the Elbit Hermes 450 was the RSAF’s
UAV workhorse until the arrival of the IAI Heron
1. The latter became more heavily involved in
overseas and joint exercises, as its payload and
endurance gave the RSAF more Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) flexibility.
One of, if not the most established UAV operator
in the region, the RSAF has to keep up its lead
as neighboring air arms are ramping up their
unmanned capabilities and introducing unmanned

SHORT RANGE AIR DEFENCE SYSTEMS

disadvantage for older IR missiles. Some RBS 70
are mounted on the V-200 4x4 vehicle, and that is
also in the process of retirement.
Since 1998, the RSAF also operates locally
assembled KBM 9K38 Igla MANPADS from Russia
mounted on a M113 chassis as a mobile air defence
system for armoured forces. A little over 20 years
in service, the M113 is slated for retirement, so it is
likely that the Igla’s days are numbered.

The Singapore ground based air defence (GBAD)
structure can be easily separated into two entities,
the Air Defence Group (ADG), responsible for
the national air defence with high to medium air
defence systems, and the Divisional Air Defence
Group (DAG), under the Participation Command,
which protects ground and surface forces from air
threats and is also the last layer of defence in the
multi tier umbrella.
For more than a decade, significant efforts have
been placed to modernise the ADG assets, to
replace all legacy systems such as Oerlikon 35mm
guns, BAC Rapier and the MIM-23 I-HAWK, with
the newer Rafael SPYDER and MBDA Aster-30
SAMP/T.
The new decade is likely to see focus shifting
to the modernisation of the DAG systems, ranging
from the Saab RBS 70 and Igla MANPADS to
the Lockheed Martin P-STAR low level radar. The
RBS 70 has been in service since 1980 but was
updated with Mk-3 Bolide missiles. It versatility
has been preferred by the RSAF, with the ability
to optically guide the missile in a hot climate, a

The RBS-70 remains to be the mainstay of RSAF’s short range air defence. Credit: RSAF

this platform, it will also become a potential
replacement for its C-130B/H fleet, which it is in
no rush to do.
The RSAF also has four Fokker 50s for utility
transport, used primarily for VIP transport and pilot
training, and it is unsure how a new aircraft will be
able to fill this gap.
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SMART AIRBASES AND MANPOWER

Two Republic of Singapore Air Force CH-47 Chinooks. Credit: CoA / David Said

combat aerial vehicles (UCAVs).
As the UAV Command progresses and
reinvents itself, it will be interesting to follow what
it is seeking, which is likely to be beyond just
surveillance and target designation. UAVs will
be used for high risk and time-sensitive missions
like suppression of enemy air defence (SEAD)
using loitering munitions and UCAVs, or sensitive
sorties like electric warfare and SIGINT/COMINT/
ELINT roles. The future NG UAV must also have
capabilities to link up with the F-35B, due for

introduction around 2030.
Although not linked to the RSAF, the Civil
Aviation Authority of Singapore is exploring nearspace pseudo satellites to provide space based
VHF communication in its Flight Information
Region, and is looking at trialing platforms like
the Airbus Zeyphr. Such capability will eventually
overcome line of sight communication issues
for aircraft, and will solve RSAF rebroadcasting
challenges as it ventures further afield.

A Republic of Singapore Air Force F-16D aircraft above Darwin during Exercise Pitch Black 2018. Credit: CoA / Rob Hack
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The RSAF is set to decommission Paya Lebar
Airbase sometime in 2030, resulting in a net loss
of available runways for its fighters. Works are
underway to upgrade and expand Tengah airbase
in the West by 106 hectares as well as a revamped
Changi East airbase. The RSAF is taking this
opportunity as a clean slate to redesign some of its
infrastructure with future technologies to enhance
its ability to generate airpower.
For more than two years the RSAF has been
testing autonomous inspection of aircraft exteriors
to speed up turnaround time. Using ceiling
mounted camera and software powered by artificial
intelligence, the system is able to spot and classify
defects such as missing rivets, leaks and cracks on
an aircraft surface within minutes. An autonomous
ground vehicle is currently being trialed to inspect
the underside of the aircraft.
Maintenance data and aircraft availability are also
linked to command posts, enabling planners to
make decisions based on aircraft status.
Moving ahead, the RSAF is also looking to
increase the productivity and quality of its airmen
by tackling dwindling manpower - an issue that is
across the entire armed forces. Highly educated,
most airmen have a technical diploma certificate
as well as a university degree. The RSAF recently
signed a Memorandum of Agreement with
Nanyang Polytechnic to train its personnel in
digital technologies, one of its many collaborations
to keep its human resource at the edge of the
technological front.

NCW
SU-57

Su-57 on display (V. Karnozov photo)

VLADIMIR KARNOZOV // MOSCOW

WHO CAN GO FOR THE SU-57?
Ten years in flight tests and soon to become operational, the Sukhoi Su-57 fifth generation fighter is now cleared for
export. Will anyone in the Asia-Pacific go for it?

T

he Kremlin pictures the Su-57 (NATO
codename Felon) as a technological marvel
and the best fifth-generation jet available
anywhere. While more technologically advanced
than the popular Su-27/30 family (NATO reporting
name Flanker) from the same manufacturer, the
newer aircraft is also more expensive to buy and
harder to maintain, while requiring hefty additional
spending on precision guided air-launched
munitions developed specifically for use with this
type.
Thus far, the Su-57 has won only one major
qualitative order - that for 76 aircraft from the
Russian defense ministry. The contract was
signed at the ARMY’2019 International Military14 DefenceReviewAsia | FEB 2020

technical Forum. The local media wrote it is worth
Rouble 170 billion, which makes it roughly U.S.
$ 36 million per airframe. A good price, but it
takes into account only manufacturing expenses,
and not those on R&D, testing and production
preparations, which were covered by the Russian
MoD separately. Foreign customers are unlikely to
get a unit cost below U.S.$ 100 million, a figure
once discussed between the Russians and the
Indians.
Naturally, this narrows the circle of would-be
customers for this new aircraft in Asia. In our view,
there are only four traditional users of Russian
equipment in the region that could potentially
afford purchasing the Su-57 in any worthwhile

numbers. And these are the current Flanker
operators: India, China, Vietnam and Indonesia.
An exportable version Su-57E was unveiled at
MAKS’2019. Taking advantage of Recep Tayyip
Erdoganğan attending that airshow on August 27,
Vladimir Putin himself made a special sales effort
by offering this jet, along with Su-30SM, Su-35S
and MiG-35, to his Turkish counterpart. Interacting
in public, the two presidents exchanged remarks
about the Su-57 and its availability to foreign
countries, which in turn stimulated interest of other
importing nations in the new product.
In another remarkable moment at the air
show, Russian defence minister Sergei Shoigu
accompanied his Turkish counterpart Hulusi

SU-57
Akar to the aircraft on display and provided
explanations.
Kicked out of the F-35 project for the purchase
of the Russian-made S-400 surface-to-air missile
(SAM) system and additional acts of “bad
behavior”, Ankara is now looking for other options
to acquire modern fighter jets. The Kremlin is keen
to oblige its neighbor with either the Su-35S or
the Su-57E, and, perhaps, both. But why did Putin
and Shoigu talk to their Turkish guests openly at an
airshow, and not inside a negotiation room with the
door shut and windows closed?
In our view, Erdogan’s visit to Moscow in the
wake of the F-35 scandal gave Putin a good
opportunity to draw the attention of the world
to the Su-57 at a time when the program badly
needs foreign sales. These are important to attain
a meaningful production run and earn some
hard currency, as well as to decrease unit costs.
Judging by the press coverage of these and other
events at MAKS’2019, the trick worked. A number
of foreign delegations asked for a tour of the Su57E, and their requests were granted.
Soon thereafter, media reports surfaced about
Turkey, Myanmar and Peru considering this aircraft,
and Algeria and Vietnam having signed for about
a dozen copies each. Even though these reports
are yet to be officially confirmed, they have brought
about a splash of interest in the Su-57 worldwide.
Obviously, this is what the Kremlin wants now, after
the failure to lure the Indians into a joint project on
co-development of an exportable twin seat version.

FIFTH GENERATION FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
Early in the beginning of the new century, Moscow
made a proposition to New Delhi to join forces
on a next-generation fighter jet. It would be based
on conceptual studies done by the Sukhoi design
house in the framework of the PAKFA program the
Russian acronym for Perspective Aviation Complex
of Frontal Aviation. The proposal was met with
much excitement. Never before had the Indians
been invited to such a project; at best they had
been sold licenses for production of an existing
platform.
The Indian Air Force gave the programme its
own designation: the Fifth Generation Fighter
Aircraft (FGFA). Since the customer wanted a
twin seater - which they believed would perform
better in situations when human control is required
for certain weapons systems - this aircraft would
effectively be a derivative of the original single
seat version being developed for the Russian Air
Force. For the latter, FGFA was of some interest
too, as an in-type operational trainer and a platform

Su-57 from below (V. Karnozov photo)

In our view, there are only four traditional users of the Russian
equipment in the region that could potentially afford purchasing the
Su-57 in any worthwhile numbers. And these are the current Flanker
operators: India, China, Vietnam and Indonesia
for special mission aircraft requiring two crew
members.
It was believed then that the FGFA project would
help India attain new heights in the aerospace
technologies through development and production
of this fifth generation fighter hand-in-hand with the
Russians, taking advantage of their rich experience
in aeronautics.
The first time a foreign delegation saw a T-501 - Sukhoi’s internal designation for the PAKFA
technology demonstrator aircraft - was at the
Ramenskoye aerodrome seven months after the
maiden flight. Speaking anonymously to journalists
shortly afterwards, members of the Indian team
praised the aircraft, and, consequently, the T-50-1
and FGFA won good press coverage.
At the top political level, an in-principle
agreement was reached that the FGFA would be
developed as a joint project between Russia and
India. This effort would involve the participation of
engineers and technicians from both countries.
The resulting aircraft woul be produced jointly by
Russian and Indian companies for their national
armed forces and also for export to third nations.
Although it was never said clearly, but presumed

that Russia would not export the PAKFA or its
derivatives on her own. Instead, the sales would be
the responsibility of a joint Indo-Russian team to
reflect the bilateral nature of the FGFA project.
Also, what was special about the FGFA project,
is that through it the Indians would have access to
the high technologies of the PAKFA platform, with
Moscow taking an obligation not to share them
with any other country. The Kremlin went for such a
commitment taking account the long-term strategic
partnership between the two nations.
Soon after the practical realisation of the
collaboration commenced, it ran into numerous
difficulties - and the Indian media changed their
tone from positive to negative. Among the factors
working against it were: the long time spent on
reaching agreement on various details; insufficient
funding; and the slow progress of practical work.
Figuratively speaking, the FGFA ran into a cul-desac. India demanded an “equal partnership” - which
was difficult to arrange taking account of huge
differences in the experience amassed by the two
nations in aviation programmes, and the disparity in
their scientific-industrial base. Consequently India
decided to give up the FGFA in 2018.
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MALAYSIA AND CHINA
Five years before that, FGFA scale models began
appearing at various exhibitions in other countries.
For the first time it went on display at LIMA’2013
on the island of Langkawi. The aircraft drew the
attention of Malaysian officials and would soon
be offered as a possible candidate to replace the
in-service MiG-29N fighters (NATO codename

practice of buying advanced weapons systems
from Russia.
Even though the Chinese media continues
comparing the J-20 to the Su-57, their narrations
are now coloured differently. It is being said that
the Chinese fighter is optimized for supersonic
missions, and combating hostile aircraft at high
altitudes, while the Su-57 development went with

Speaking anonymously to journalists shortly afterwards, members in
the Indian team praised the aircraft, and, consequently, the T-50-1
and FGFA won good press coverage.
Fulcrum), with a possibility of a tradeoff deal.
Late last year, following export clearance for the
Su-57E, the Russians put this offer up again: the
Royal Malaysian Air Force may exchange their
outdated Fulcrums for newer Sukhoi or MiG-35
aircraft.
This and other developments have awakened
China. Following the Su-57E public presentations,
and the statements by high ranking officials in
Moscow about their willingness to sell this plane
not only to India, but other countries as well,
there came about an interesting change in the
tone of the Chinese media. In the past, Chinese
journalists often compared contemporary Russian
jets with the newest Chinese J-20 fighter so as
to highlight strong points of the local product.
More recently, calls were made to continue the
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a focus on “super maneuverability”, to prevail
in dogfights. In plain words, the Chinese media
prepares its readers for an upcoming purchase
of the Su-57E for the PLAAF as a second fifthgeneration fighter type supplementing the J-20.
There is little doubt that Russia is still ahead
of China in a number of advanced aerospace
technologies. The proof is provided by the fact
that China has recently bought 24 Su-35S
fighters belonging to generation 4+, while the
local industry produces several generation 4+
fighter types of its own. Shipments under the
contract signed in 2015 were completed in
late 2018. If everything was all right with the
indigenous equipment, why would Beijing buy the
Su-35S from Russia?
Most experts agree that, despite steady

progress of the Chinese aerospace industry,
Russia still has the edge in a few key
technologies: aerodynamics, engines, mission
equipment, air launched munitions etc. Here, the
technologies in use on the Su-35S and Su-57 are
at the most advanced level. This is the key thing
that attracts the attention of China, as well as
other traditional importers of Russian equipment.
Victor Kladov, director of international
cooperation and regional policy at Russia's
Rostec industrial giant told journalists: "China has
recently taken delivery of 24 Su-35S aircraft. In
the next two years or so it has to make a decision
either to procure additional Su-35s, build the
Su-35 in China, or buy a fifth-generation fighter
aircraft. So, there is one more opportunity for the
Su-57E.”

INDONESIA AND VIETNAM
Meantime, China is famed as being the first
country in the world to which the U.S. applied
the Countering America Adversaries through
Sanctions Act (CAATSA). This was passed
by the U.S. Congress and signed into the law
by President Trump in 2017. CAATSA calls for
punitive measures to be applied on government
institutions and officials in countries that are found
to be cooperative in arranging arms deals with
Russia. While China, India and Turkey have stated
they will continue buying Russian equipment
regardless, there are some counties in the Asia-

SU-57

Russian && Turkish Presidents inspect a Su-57E at MAKS 2019.
(V. Karnozov photo)

In plain words, the Chinese media prepares its readers for an
upcoming purchase of the Su-57E for the PLAAF as a second fifthgeneration fighter type supplementing the J-20.
Pacific that were unwilling to answer the American
threat with a firm voice.
Following protracted negotiations, in February
2018 Jakarta placed a firm order for 11 Su-35S
fighters worth U.S. $ 1.1 billion to supplement
Su-27SK and Su-30MK2 aircraft already in
service. However, this contract’s implementation
“depends on technical details”, as the Indonesian
ambassador in Moscow Mohamad Wahid
Supriyadi put it. “What we have is a complex
trade deal in which the Su-35 is only a part
of”. Reportedly, Indonesia is seeking ways to
cover a good portion of this and other weapons
procurements in a barter deal, with shipments of
goods as a means of payment.
Meantime, Washington has been sending
repeated warnings to Jakarta about economic
sanctions that will be applied if it does go for the
Su-35 and other advanced Russian equipment.
This might have produced an effect. Earlier plans
to see President Putin visit Jakarta sometime in
2019 did not materialise. This means the signing
of a renewed agreement on strategic partnership
between the countries has been postponed.
Meantime, in the second half of January 2020,
the French media reported that the Indonesian

government expressed interest in the acquisition
of up to 48 Rafale fighters along with Scorpene
submarines. It remains to be seen whether this
means that, under the threat of U.S. sanctions,
Jakarta turns away from Moscow in favor of Paris.
Another Su-27/30 operator in the region,
Vietnam, may want to add some Su-57Es to
its inventory - in which case Hanoi would also
face being hit with CAATSA. Even though this
country is becoming increasingly dependent on

acquisition programmes now running. New
Delhi has already committed to the Rafale deal
with France and also is running an international
tender for 110 fourth-generation fighters. Also,
in an effort to replenish the diminishing strength
of its fighter squadrons, the nation has recently
committed to a series of new major arms
deals with Moscow. These include a contract
on 18 additional kits of the Sukhoi Su-30MKI
heavyweight multirole fighters for subsequent
assembly at HAL’s Nasic division. This would
eventually bring the total of such aircraft procured
since 1999 up to 240. In addition, the Indian air
force would receive “over twenty” used MiG-29
lightweight interceptors from the Russian Air
and Space Force (VKS) for their subsequent
conversion into MiG-29UPG multirole aircraft.
There are some reports about Myanmar
showing a growing appetite for Russian weapons.
A MiG-29 operator, this nation recently placed
an order for 16 Yakovlev Yak-130 advanced jet
trainers, of which ten have been delivered. Also,
during an official visit by the Russian defense
minister, the two sides signed an agreement on
Su-30SM multirole fighters. Although Myanmar
is sometimes mentioned in the media as having
an interest in the Su-57E, it does not appear rich
enough to afford it in view of the commitments
already made.
Apart from those mentioned above, there are
some more Fulcrum operators in the region:
Mongolia, North Korea, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh
(also an operator of the Yak-130, with an order
for 24). Judging by their budgets and realistic
needs for equipment, none are likely to be
interested in purchasing fifth generation fighters
in the foreseeable future. Moving further to the
West, there is Iran who would love to have the
Su-57E, but is unlikely to be sold any for political

Following protracted negotiations, in February 2018 Jakarta placed
a firm order for 11 Su-35S fighters worth U.S. $ 1.1 billion to
supplement Su-27SK and Su-30MK2 aircraft already in service.
international trade as its economy grows along
with its exposure to the Western markets, the
history of U.S.-Vietnamese relations tells us that
Hanoi is unlikely to bend to U.S. political pressure.

OTHER COUNTRIES
Although India ditched the FGFA project two
years ago, it can consider the purchase of
some Russian-assembled Su-57Es later. Not
in the immediate future because of many other

considerations. Unless a miracle happens, of
course. Sometimes, it does: the mighty U.S. did
not respond in kind to the January 8 missile strikes
at its bases in Iraq. That same month Russian,
Chinese and Iranian navies ran a joint maritime
drill in the Persian Gulf. Moscow said it will no
longer observe the restrictions the U.N. imposed
on arms trade in Iran in view of the nuclear deal
expiring later in 2020 – so interesting times might
be ahead.
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NEXT! AFTER THE SOUTH CHINA SEA
– THE INDIAN OCEAN
The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has seized and is currently solidifying its strategic control of the South China
Sea (SCS). If this was the final aim of the CCP there is absolutely no sign of it in the PLA-N’s building programs.
Quite the opposite.

I

n December 2019 an article in Forbes (H.I.
Sutton, The Chinese Navy Is Building An
Incredible Number Of Warships) analysed
construction at Jaingnan Shipyard, Shanghai, that is
taking place on a massive scale. There are six Type
052D air-defence destroyers (generally equivalent
to the Arleigh Burke class DDG) and three Type055 Renhai Class cruisers fitting out or in advanced
construction. The Type 055 cruiser is assessed by
this author to be fitted with a tactical - approximately
500nm range - Anti-Ship Ballistic Missile system.
The yard is also building a Type 003 aircraft carrier,
a Yuan Wang series missile tracking ship and
hovercraft for the PLA-N’s amphibious fleet.
Visible in one Chinese yard is a surface force
roughly on par or greater than many regional navies.
These are the ships of a blue-water power projection
fleet.
The next maritime strategic target for the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) has long been identifiable,
namely they intend to dominate the northern Indian
Ocean. Since at least 2012 there has been a
regular PLA-N submarine presence in the Andaman
Sea and Bay of Bengal, the Indian Navy has noted
that three or four detections per quarter are now
normal. Control of the Andaman Sea controls the
‘Iron Highway’ - the vast flow of merchant ships in
the approaches to the Malacca Strait. As the CCP
controls the South China Sea, it now seeks strategic
control of that Strait. Examination of CCP actions
further indicates the strategic intent to dominate the
northern Indian Ocean to isolate India and protect
its critical oil import route to the Persian Gulf. The
CCP intent is clearly to dominate and garrison their
now-essential maritime trade route from Suez and the
Persian Gulf to the East China Sea.
For this a power projection fleet able to deal
with the combination of the Five Power Defence
Arrangement (Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand,
Singapore & the U.K.) and the Indian Navy combined
is required. That is exactly what is being built.
The December 2019 Congressional Research
Service report entitled China Naval Modernization:
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China’s first domestically-made aircraft carrier Shandong (Hull 17) was officially commissioned to the PLA Navy at a military port
in Sanya, South China’s Hainan Province, on the afternoon of December 17, 2019, making China one of the few countries in the
world that have multiple carriers. (eng.chinamil.com.cn/Photo by Feng Kaixuan)

Visible in one Chinese yard is a surface force roughly on par or greater
than many regional navies.
Implications for U.S. Navy Capabilities—Background
and Issues for Congress made pointed comment:
“In an international security environment of
renewed great power competition, China’s
military modernization effort, including its naval
modernization effort, has become the top focus
of U.S. defense planning and budgeting. China’s
navy, which China has been steadily modernizing for
roughly 25 years, since the early to mid-1990s, has
become a formidable military force within China’s
near-seas region, and it is conducting a growing
number of operations in more-distant waters,
including the broader waters of the Western Pacific,
the Indian Ocean, and waters around Europe.
China’s navy is viewed as posing a major challenge
to the U.S. Navy’s ability to achieve and maintain
wartime control of blue-water ocean areas in the

Western Pacific—the first such challenge the U.S.
Navy has faced since the end of the Cold War—and
forms a key element of a Chinese challenge to the
long-standing status of the United States as the
leading military power in the Western Pacific.”
This rapid expansion comes at a price. The PLA-N
is reportedly facing shortages of trained personnel,
hampering development of new capabilities. For
instance, it was one thing for the RAN to build Aegisfitted Hobart class DDG and quite another to train
the seagoing personnel, shore-side support, technical
and training staff to turn Aegis into a useable
capability. USN assistance was critical to doing so.
The PLA-N is developing multiple new capabilities
simultaneously.
This generates extraordinary demands including
tactical development and experimentation

CHINA
requirements, new training systems, entirely new
certification and process control systems and
extensive quality control across all these processes
and of their interactions. History indicates that
none of these are conducted well in totalitarian
police states.
The PLA-N understands this, which explains
their long-term planning and incrementalism. So
their intent to seize strategic control of the northern
Indian Ocean is incremental and has been in train
for nearly 20 years; from the very first deployment
of two Jianghu class frigates in 1999 to escort a
heavy-lift ship carrying one of their Russian-built
Kilo class submarines. The PRC now maintains a
permanent Squadron averaging four to five ships and
an unknown number of submarines.
The PLA-N has a naval base at Djibouti on the Red
Sea and is planning more in some or all of Pakistan,
Maldives, Sri Lanka, Seychelles, Myanmar and
Madagascar, as well as Tanzania and Kenya on the
east African coast. Strategic control of the northern
Indian Ocean will support their developing colonial
empire in Africa. The CCP intends to displace
western (this specifically includes Indian) strategic
dominance of the northern Indian Ocean and their

The guided-missile destroyer Shenzhen (Hull 167) attached to a destroyer flotilla of the navy under the PLA Southern Theater
Command conducts tactical maneuver operations on November 12 during a real combat training exercise in the South China Sea.
(eng.chinamil.com.cn/Photo by Xu Guang and Chen Yubin)

nodes under direct CCP rule.
A cursory examination of the ‘special economic
zones’ established throughout Africa demonstrates
this. These zones do have a local African presence
(someone has to do the menial work) but they are

This rapid expansion comes at a price. The PLA-N is reportedly
facing shortages of trained personnel, hampering development of
new capabilities.
timing is historically good – the USA is now oil and
gas independent and has again begun exporting
petroleum as a result of their fracking revolution. The
USA now has a declining economic dependence
on Indian Ocean maritime trade including oil and
gas. This places India, Indonesia and Australia
squarely in the CCP’s gunsights. All three are already
longstanding targets of Chinese Hybrid Warfare and
this can only worsen.
There is no historical precedent for this. The
USSR maintained an Indian Ocean Squadron but
it was never more than a trade disruption force.
Its primary role was to support Soviet Navy SSN
operating against the USN SSBN in the northern
Indian Ocean. The Soviet presence was a nuclear
war fighting and deterrence role as was their
presence in the SCS. The CCP intent is entirely
different, and their seizure of strategic control of the
SCS demonstrates this. More importantly, the CCP
is building a direct presence in the Indian Ocean
through the ‘String of Pearls’ and ‘Belt and Road’
initiatives specifically to entrench a Chinese imperial
and colonial presence with permanent garrisons
based in ‘new diaspora’ Han Chinese population

filled with skilled Chinese workers who work in
Chinese companies for the PRC’s economic benefit
and under full CCP control, mostly paid for by
predatory financing from Chinese banks also under
full CCP control. This is not mutually beneficial
economic development - this is the construction of
an Empire.

the PLA-N is in the Indian Ocean to stay. It will
strategically control the northern Indian Ocean to
guarantee both the now-critical PRC maritime trade
there and the new Empire the PRC is building in
Africa and the Indian Ocean littoral. Their strategy to
achieve this intent is already proven to have worked in
the SCS and (if anything) current regional resistance
in the Indian Ocean basin has been even less than
they faced in seizing strategic control of the SCS.
But it is ramping up quickly.
PRC intent in achieving regional strategic
dominance to protect their maritime trade and control
that of regional and other competitors will not be
as easy as was taking the SCS. Regional nations
are now well aware that the PRC is a hostile power
embarking on the greatest Imperial adventure since
the 19th Century. Resistance is currently in the early
stages with regional rearmament.

There is no historical precedent for this. The USSR maintained
an Indian Ocean Squadron but it was never more than a trade
disruption force.
The PLA-N operations from their Djibouti base
involve anti-piracy operations and diplomatic
presence visits and they have added peacekeeping
operations, military intervention missions, protection
of Chinese economic interests on land and at sea,
humanitarian assistance, disaster relief and support
for Chinese nationals living in the region. Every single
one of these missions would be considered routine
Imperial constabulary operations by the Commander
of the Royal Navy’s East Africa Squadron in 1870.
From this is it clear that the CCP intent is that

It should soon extend to the formation of
regional alliances to counter the PRC’s imperial
adventurism. The alternative is reduction of (or
even loss of) national sovereignty, as African
states are currently finding out. The central and
critical regional response role will be played by
India, which should both build the Quadrilateral
relationship (USA, India, Japan, Australia) and
develop a coordinated Commonwealth response
to include the UK. These are actions the broader
Asian region should support.
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EYES IN THE SKY: ASIA-PACIFIC AIRBORNE EARLY
WARNING PROGRAMMES
Airborne early warning (AEW) aircraft are versatile force multipliers that are in high demand in the Asia-Pacific region,
especially because of tensions in the South China Sea and around North Korea. Existing customers are using their
aircraft for air, sea and land monitoring – for example, in 2019, Pakistan and India both used their AEW aircraft during
border skirmishes. With the proliferation of sophisticated yet smaller and lower cost platforms, AEW aircraft are making
steady inroads into the Asia-Pacific.
AUSTRALIA
The Royal Australian Air Force operates a fleet of
six Boeing 737-700 (E-7A) Wedgetail AEW aircraft,
which have been successfully used operationally
overseas. From September 2014 the type has been
deployed to the Middle East under Operation Okra
to coordinate coalition aircraft in the region. Their
successful deployment came after teething problems
with software and radar and a three year delivery
delay (eventually deliveries were between 2009 and
2012 with full operational capability in May 2015).
The Wedgetail is a capable aircraft, with
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR)
capabilities built in – it features electronic support
measures (ESM) systems with a range of 850 km. Its
Northrop Grumman Multirole Electronically Scanned
Array (MESA) radar has 360 degree coverage
and can detect aerial targets at 320 km and boatsized surface targets at 240 km although range is
increased if power is focused in a single direction.
The radar can track over a thousand sea and air
targets simultaneously and handle 24 simultaneous
interceptions.

CHINA
China is making great strides developing indigenous
AEW aircraft and is pursuing unmanned solutions,
with the China Electronics Technology Group
Corporation (CETC) unveiling the JY-300 unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) to the international market in
early 2019. This 1,300 kg turboprop-powered UAV
has conformal antennas for reduced drag – radar
range against a fighter-sized target is around 50 km.
Endurance is 12 hours and payload 400 kg – optical
and electronic systems can be carried. The radar has
been designed to detect air and sea targets, including
small targets such as missiles. The prototype is
believed to have first flown in September 2018.
CETC is marketing the JY-300 as the world’s first
AEW UAV and sees it as being a more cost effective
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KJ-200 (Liu Yinghua - China MoD)

and affordable option than traditional manned
platforms. CETC is working on a number of AEW
products, including the JY-400 tethered aerostat
radar and KLC-7 Silk Road Eye active electronically
scanned array (AESA) AEW radar, with detection
range increased by a third compared to the radar
used on the earlier ZDK-03 aircraft.
One of the earliest AEW types to enter Chinese
service was the Y-8J, which was first seen in 2000
and used in the maritime role. Four were fitted with
Skymaster radars with a range of 400 km and ability
to track up to 100 targets.
The largest type in service is the Il-76MD-based
Shaanxi KJ-2000, which first flew in November 2003.
The KJ-2000 has a locally built radar, with three AESA
antennas in a fixed radome, with an estimated range
of 470 km. Four entered service in 2006/7. Due to the
limited number of Il-76s available for conversion, no
more were built and it appears China is developing
the next generation KJ-3000 based on the new Xian
Y-20 transport.
China’s next AEW platform to enter service was

the Y-8-based Shaanxi KJ-200, with a phased array
radar in a ‘balance beam’ antenna above the fuselage.
This first flew in November 2001, but development
was delayed by a 2006 crash. Approximately five
Y-8Ws have been taken into service by the People’s
Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) and six by the
People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN).
More advanced than the KJ-200, the KJ-500
carries a three-sided fixed AESA radar in a circular
radome above the fuselage for full 360 degree
coverage. The four-engine Y-9 based aircraft entered
PLAAF service in 2014/15 and several KJ-500s
were deployed to Tibet in mid-2017. So far, around
seven have been delivered to the PLAAF and seven
to the PLAN, but 2019 imagery indicates additional
(improved) KJ-500s are being built by Shaanxi, with
an apparent half dozen more for the PLAAF. An export
version is also available.
The PLAN will be getting new aircraft for its
growing aircraft carrier fleet – photos have emerged
showing the fixed wing KJ-600/H-600 naval AEW
aircraft on the country’s land-based aircraft carrier

AEW
aircraft delivered from Russia from 2009. These are
fitted with the Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI)/Elta
EL/W-2090 Phalcon radar with a range of 380-400
km. India has expressed interest in acquiring two
more A-50EIs.
The Indian Navy also flies AEW aircraft, having
acquired 14 Ka-31s from Russia between 2003 and
2013, with some due for upgrade in 2020/21. In May
2019 the Defence Acquisition Council approved the
purchase of another ten Ka-31s for US $518 million –
some of these will be deployed on the Navy’s Admiral
Grigorovich class stealth frigates.

KJ-500 (Gao Hongwei and Zhang Bin - China MoD)

JAPAN

mockup. China’s third aircraft carrier, currently under
construction, will use a catapult launch system,
allowing for the deployment of special mission and
transport aircraft in addition to fighters. The H-600 is
speculated to have the KLC-7 radar and be powered
by two WJ-6 turboprops, giving a capability similar to
the E-2 Hawkeye.
A fixed wing carrier-based AEW aircraft will be a
quantum leap over the helicopters currently used. At
present, the PLAN flies nine Ka-31 helicopters fitted
with E-801M Oko radars with a range of 100-200 km
and ability to track 40 targets simultaneously. Locally
built Changhe Z-18J AEW helicopters, fitted with a
lowerable radar, have also been seen aboard China’s
aircraft carriers.

the Airbus C-295 platform, which the IAF is looking to
acquire.
The Indian Defence Acquisition Council in
November 2019 approved the procurement of
additional AEW aircraft. The IAF is expected to
acquire two Airbus A330 transports on which to
mount the DRDO-developed AEW system (in a
triangular array), with interest shown in the A330
since 2014. Another four may be acquired later.
The IAF aims to ultimately have over a dozen AEW
aircraft in service, augmenting three Beriev A-50EI

Increasing incursions by Chinese and Russian
aircraft have made monitoring air traffic vital to Japan,
especially over disputed territory. Japan has long
been an ardent AEW user, and is in the process of
expanding its fleet by receiving new E-2D Advanced
Hawkeyes from Northrop Grumman. In September
2019 the company was awarded a US $1.4 billion
contract for nine aircraft, on top of four ordered from
2015. Deliveries began in March 2019.
Northrop Grumman claims the E-2D is two
generations ahead of previous models, allowing it to
work with sea, air and land-based combat systems to
defeat large and small targets. Its Lockheed Martin
AN/APY-9 AESA radar has an estimated range of
550 km and can apparently identify stealthy aircraft.
The Japan Air Self Defence Force (JASDF) is
already the largest Hawkeye operator outside the
United States. An initial eight Group 0 Hawkeyes
were acquired in the 1980s, followed by five Group
II aircraft in 1992-1993. The latter are equipped with
the Lockheed Martin AN/APS-145 radar, which can

INDIA
India is pushing development of indigenous AEW
aircraft and after major challenges is slowly making
progress with local designs. The Indian Air Force’s
(IAF’s) first successful local system is the Netra,
based on Embraer’s EMB-145i platform with a
Defence Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO) AESA radar giving a range of 250-375 km
over 240 degrees coverage. India ordered three
EMB-145s from Brazil in 2008 and the first belatedly
entered service in February 2017, following technical
issues. The second was handed over in September
2019. The first Netra was used in February 2019 to
guide Mirage 2000H fighters bombing a training base
in Pakistan. The DRDO has also offered the Netra on

A Japanese E-767 (JASDF)
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Hawkeye 2000Es upgraded to E-2K standard in
2010/13. With its APS-145 radar, the Hawkeye 2000
can track more than 2000 targets simultaneously at a
range of over 640 km and control 40–100 intercepts,
allowing Taiwan to keep a watchful eye on nearby
Chinese military activity.

THAILAND
In 2008, Thailand ordered six Gripen C/D fighters
along with a Saab 340 AEW aircraft equipped with
Erieye radar, and one Saab 340 for transport and
training. Two years later, six more Gripens and another
Erieye were ordered, with the AEW aircraft delivered
in December 2010 and October 2012. Thailand uses
its own Link-T datalink system that links the Gripens,
AEW aircraft, ground-based radars and naval vessels.
A Republic of Korea Peace Eye with F-16s (S Korea Joint Chiefs of Staff)

detect large targets up to 550 km away, and track
20,000 targets simultaneously while controlling the
interception of 40. From 2004 Japan’s fleet was
upgraded to the improved Hawkeye 2000 standard.
Hawkeyes supplement the JASDF’s four larger
Boeing E-767s, which mount the E-3 Sentry’s
Northrop Grumman AN/APY-2 radar on the
commercial airframe. The radar gives 360-degree
coverage out to more than 375 km. The first was
delivered in March 1998, entering service in 2000,
and from 2014 they received radar, mission computer,
ESM, Identification Friend or Foe, Automatic
Identification System and datalink upgrades. In early
2018 Boeing was awarded a US $61 million contract
for further upgrades covering mission computers and
other systems. Work will conclude in 2022. Upgrades
keep the E-767s on a par with international E-3
aircraft, ensuring they are interoperable.

coordinate strikes against military installations in India
following its strike on the Balakot militant camp.

PAKISTAN

SOUTH KOREA

Like its neighbour India, Pakistan sees the importance
of AEW aircraft and has two types in service: the
Shaanxi ZDK-03 Karakorum Eagle and Saab Erieye.
The ZKD-03 features an AESA radar in a rotating
radome mounted on a Y-8F600/KJ-200turboprop
airframe. Four were delivered from China between
2011 and 2014.
Pakistan considered acquiring three P-3s with
Hawkeye radar but opted for four Erieye aircraft,
based on the Saab 2000 twin turboprop. These were
delivered in 2009/2010, but one was destroyed and
two damaged (but repaired) during a Taliban attack
in August 2012. Pakistan ordered three more from
Saab for US $153 million, with deliveries in 2018/19.
They are fitted with the PS-890 radar with a range of
300-450 km. Erieyes were used in February 2019 to

With continued missile testing and sabre-rattling from
its northern neighbour, South Korea was eager to
acquire an AEW capability and in 2006 became the
second regional nation to acquire the 737-700 AEW
aircraft, with four delivered in 2011/2012 under the
Peace Eye programme. South Korea has an emerging
requirement for two additional AEW platforms, with
possible contenders being the 737, Saab GlobalEye
or G550 CAEW. Interest in the extra two AEW
aircraft has been shown since at least 2016.
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SINGAPORE
When the Republic of Singapore Air Force acquired
the Gulfstream G550 Conformal Airborne Early
Warning (CAEW) platform from Israel Aerospace
Industries a decade ago, it said the aircraft was a
quantum leap ahead of its ageing E-2C Hawkeyes.
The G550 features an ELTA EL/W-2085 AESA radar
with antennas across the fuselage to give 360-degree
coverage out to a range of more than 370 kilometres.
The modified G550s also have pod-mounted ESM
equipment, satellite communications and line-of-sight
data links. Deliveries took place between 2009 and
2011, with the type becoming fully operational in early
2012. Four G550s replaced four E-2C Hawkeyes,
which were acquired in 1985.

TAIWAN
The Republic of China is a long-term Hawkeye
operator, having received four E-2Ts in 1995 and two
Hawkeye 2000Es in 2006, with the E-2Ts upgraded
to Hawkeye 2000 standard in 2010/11, and the

SPOILT FOR CHOICE
Air forces have never had a wider array of AEW
aircraft to choose from, with new contenders
emerging at a steady pace and others, especially
unmanned, in the works. For example, Embraer and
Elta Systems in June 2019 announced the low-cost
P600, based on the Embraer Praetor 600 jet with an
IAI/Elta ELM-2096 digital AESA radar. The aircraft
also has signals intelligence capabilities. Built-in
artificial intelligence allows for a smaller crew and
therefore a smaller platform, bringing costs down.
Saab’s Global 6000-based GlobalEye is another
relatively new entrant and which, as a Swing Role
Surveillance System (SRSS) is being marketed
as a real force multiplier as it can be fitted with
electro-optical sensors (FLIR Systems Star Safire
380HD), Erieye Extended Range AESA AEW
radar or Leonardo Seaspray 7500E surface search
radar. Saab claims the Erieye ER has a 70% better
detection range than previous models (more than
450 km). The GlobalEye has been ordered by the
United Arab Emirates but Saab has reported other
interest.
Several nations in the Asia-Pacific are looking
at acquiring AEW platforms, including Malaysia,
which has a requirement for four aircraft (although it
lacks funds to make a procurement), Indonesia and
Vietnam. The latter has possibly ordered two C-295
AEW&C aircraft from Airbus. This first flew in June
2011 and is offered with an Elta AESA radar and
communications and signals intelligence equipment.
AEW aircraft have traditionally been large and
expensive but new options are generally smaller
and cheaper, making them far more accessible than
ever before. As a result, they are increasingly being
used by countries in the Asia-Pacific to coordinate
air strikes, monitor economic zones and expand the
range of airborne surveillance.

MISSILE DEFENCE
NCW
ARIE EGOZI // TEL AVIV

CRUISE MISSILE AND UAV ATTACKS EXPOSE GAPS
IN MISSILE DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY
The September 14 surprise attack by Iran on Saudi oil facilities has put international focus on a weapon system that is
not new but poses a big danger in some regions - especially when operated by proxies of countries like Iran.

David's Sling missile launch (Rafael photo)

T

he Iranian attack proved above other things
that the U.S and Saudi Arabia both failed in
their intelligence efforts in the Gulf region.
They were totally surprised by the combined attack
performed by cruise missiles and armed UAV's.
The weapon systems used in the attack included
seven Quds 1 cruise missiles powered by Iranianbuilt jet engines derived from a Czech design. Experts
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say that the Quds -1 is similar to the Soumar long
range cruise missile but simpler and much cheaper.
That is to allow for the Quds-1 to be produced in
large numbers.
The Iranians also used eight armed UAV's that
were developed based on technology acquired from
other countries. While the targeting method is not
known, the Israeli experts pointed to the accuracy of

the weapon systems: “They hit exactly where they
should,” one of the experts said.
The experts added that the weapon systems were
launched either from south–east Iran or by Iranian
proxies in Iraq.
Israel has been worried by the cruise missile threat
and in recent years accelerated its efforts to get
ready for such saturation attacks.
Uzi Rubin, former head of the Israel missile
defence organisation has investigated the attack.
He says that it was a very concentrated one that
began and ended in a short period of time. He
adds that the swarms of attacking UAVs arrived as
a fairly tight group throughout the flight, from takeoff to impact.
"The attacking UAVs seemed to carry fairly small
warheads, or no warheads at all, and the damage
done was more to the containers’ outer shells.
Obviously, this helped the attackers politically
- victims cause public outrage and pressure for
control. The restraint of the attack planners, who
have carefully limited its power to cause economic
damage but not loss of life, is noteworthy", he said.
So the attack used carefully selected weapon
systems and took advantage of the incompetency of
the Saudi early warning and air defence systems.
Israel has an operational system that can protect
from cruise missiles like the ones used by the Iranians
to attack the Saudi oil installations. The growing
threat demonstrated in the recent attack will result in
more systems deployed on the ground and at sea.
DRA learned that Israel’s defence systems have
been recently upgraded and are fully operational.
Israel has detected the evolving threat of cruise
missiles developed by Iran long before these were
used to hit the Saudi oil installations. Furthermore,
the Israeli defence systems attract great attention
from American companies that may in the future
manufacture these sorts of defensive measures.
The hugely expensive Patriot batteries of Saudi
Arabia proved useless against cruise missiles. This
has not surprised Israel which has invested heavily in
a family of interceptors that can handle some types
of cruise missiles, such as the Barak- 8 in all its

MISSILE DEFENCE
versions, which is now operational in Israel, India and
some other unidentified countries.
Raytheon is the U.S partner of Israeli company
Rafael that has developed the David's Sling defense
system against long range rockets. Now with the new
emerging cruise missile threat, such cooperation may
be expanded to other systems.
The examination of the cruise missile debris
enabled experts to identify the missile as either the
"Sumar" or "Hoveyze " - two versions of Russian
made missiles. In 2001 Iran purchased from the
Ukraine at least 12 KH-55 Russian made weapons
– and the ones used in the refinery attacks could be
derivatives of these.
According to updated intelligence, the Iranians
are devoting big sums of money to upgrade the
existing arsenal of cruise missiles and developing
new ones understanding that while protection against
ballistic missiles has reached a high level of maturity,
protection against cruise missiles is still lacking
capabilities.
Israel has been worried for some time by this
threat and added to its Barak- 8 air defence missile
systems to try and minimize the gap.The Barak-8 has
been developed by Israel aerospace industries (IAI)
in cooperation of Rafael. The newest member of the
family is the Extended Range version currently with a
150 km radius of action.
In a special interview for DRA, Boaz Levy IAI's VP
and the general manager of its systems, missiles and
space division revealed that Barak- 8 - and especially
the ER version - will add to Israel’s capability to
protect itself from cruise missiles. A top Israeli expert
told DRA that its range of it makes a very important
addition to the nation’s existing capability to deal with
cruise missiles
Levy said that the ER interceptor is part of the
Barak MX System that is an advanced Air & Missile
Defence System that provides a single integrated
solution for multiple simultaneous aerial threats from
different sources and different ranges. The missile
has vertical launch capabilities supporting 360
coverage, quick reactions, short minimal ranges and
an active high-end RF seeker for targets with low
radar cross sections and high maneuverability.
Levy said that the new version has enhanced
ATBM capabilities based not only on long range but
also high maneuverability. "The Effective Warhead
can kill many types of missiles and the interceptor
features high immunity to ECM”, he said.
In order to protect Israel from cruise missile,
batteries of the Barak-8 ER will have to be deployed
at a number of different sites.
Some of the capabilities of a number of Barak 8
batteries working together have been displayed since

Barak-8 launcher (IAI photo)

May 15 when the Indian navy - the largest foreign
client for the missile - performed a complicated
exercise using the Medium Range Surface to Air
Missile (MRSAM) version of the Barak 8. The test
was performed by Indian Naval Ships Kochi and
Chennai.
Missiles from both ships were controlled by one
vessel to intercept different aerial targets at extended
ranges. The firing trial was carried out by the Indian
Navy, DRDO and IAI.
The MRSAM is manufactured by Indian company
Bharat Dynamics in cooperation with the Israeli
supplier. They are fitted on board the Kolkata Class
Destroyers and would also be fitted on all future
major warships of the Indian Navy.
According to the Indian navy, with the successful
proving of this cooperative mode of engagement,
the service has become a part of a select group of
fleets that have this niche capability. This capability
significantly enhances the combat effectiveness of
the Indian navy, thereby providing an operational edge
over potential adversaries.
Levy said that the Barak 8 provides the ultimate
protection against a variety of aerial platforms and
munitions including aircraft, helicopters, unmanned
aircraft and sea-skimming missiles. It is based on a
sophisticated missile, state-of-the-art phased array
multi mission radar, two-way data link, and a flexible

command and control system.
The system's radar is manufactured by ELTA
Systems, an IAI subsidiary, and is a multi-mission
sensor supporting air defense missions. It delivers
an accurate, high quality, real-time arena situation
picture and extracts low radar cross section
(RCS) targets even in the toughest environmental
conditions. It is a digital Active Electronic Steering
Array (AESA) Radar System which incorporates new
and advanced technologies.
Barak 8 can operate day and night, in all weather
conditions, and successfully deals with simultaneous
threat engagements, even in severe saturation
scenarios.
The system has a very short reaction time and a
fast launch capability with 360 degree coverage.
The system optimises the coordination between
the missile and batteries by using an advanced
broadband communication network. The missile
deals with short, medium and long range threats
where its interconnectivity among various ships in
the naval task force enables it to be a multi-layer
system of systems.
Levy said that a typical ship installation includes
4 vertical launchers each carrying 8 missiles. The
ship-based version has an effective range of 70 km
and the ER with an add -on booster has the range
of 150 km.
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MRSM Missile Test Launch. Credit: IAI

A Barak-8 system is also deployed on the Israeli
navy's SAAR -5 missile ship and will be part of the
weapon systems that will be installed on the Israeli
navy's new SAAR -6 ships built in Germany.
"The interest in the Barak-8 system is big and we
have other customers - but I cannot be specific",
Levy said.
Some of the Barak-8 launchers aboard the Israeli
navy's ships will be capable of protecting Israeli
cities from cruise missiles.
"A ship equipped with the system is capable of
protecting a city when it is in port. "
He revealed that one growth option is to enable
the Barak-8 to intercept targets that are beyond
visual range (BVR) by connecting its integral
command and control systems to other sensors.
The early detecting of a cruise missile is a difficult
mission because these missiles have a very flat
trajectory. As a consequence, the Israeli effort now
is to develop sensors that will detect the launch of
these weapons.
Some systems are already under development and
one will be based on swarms of nano satellites that
will cover every "point of interest" in the world almost
continuously.
So while the Americans and Saudis were totally
surprised the September attack, Israel has been
upgrading its current capabilities against similar threats.
Israel may expand its attacks on Iranian upgraded
missiles deployed in sites far from its borders.
In parallel, Israel will have to add sensors that will
detect pre-launch preparations and launch.
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This may involve greater cooperation with the U.S.
that is already very vast.
Until now , the Israeli airforce (IAF) has performed
hundreds of air strikes against the Iranian effort to
upgrade the existing arsenal of missiles in the hands
of the Hezbollah in Lebanon.
Now , following intelligence data pointing to
the deployment of Iranian missiles in countries like
Yemen, Israel may perform long range strikes to foil
any Iranian attempt to use countries like Yemen for
the launch of missiles against Israeli targets.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu,
speaking during U.S Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin's visit in Israel , said that Iran is seeking to
develop precision guided missiles that can strike
within 5-10 meters of any target in the Middle East.
“They seek also to develop that, and have already
begun to put that in Yemen, with the goal of reaching
Israel from there too,” he said.
This was one of the only times that Netanyahu has
publicly spoken about Iran wanting to use Yemen to
launch attacks against Israel.
The warning about Yemen was not a surprise for
Israeli experts as some of the Iranian long range
ballistic missiles can reach Israel in spite of the fact
that Yemen is very far from Israel (2200 km).
Israeli sources say that the ballistic missile threat is
only one that worries Israel. The other is that Iran may
use Yemen as a launch point of missiles and armed
drones to attack Israeli ships sailing in the Red sea.
Ships mainly from Asian ports, use the Bab alMandeb strait and sail in the Red Sea either to the

Israeli port in Eilat , or go through the Suez canal to
Israel's Ashdod and Haifa ports in the Mediterranean
While some doubt the strategic benefit of
launching Iranian ballistic missiles from Yemen, others
say that in this region "things that at first glance look
unreasonable , become a fact the day after."
The prime minister's words about Iranian missiles
in Yemen , may be connected to what IDF Chief
of Staff Lt.-Gen. Aviv Kochavi said a few day ago.
Kochavi said that Israel is currently dealing with
multiple arenas and enemies at the same time, with
the northern front the most fragile and at risk of
deteriorating into war.
He added that despite the fact that Israel’s
enemies are not interested in war, the IDF
has “increased its pace of preparations” for
confrontation.
“On both the northern and southern fronts, the
situation is tense and fragile, and could deteriorate
into a confrontation,” Kochavi said.
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's exposure
to the presence of Iranian ballistic missiles in Yemen
that could be launched to hit targets in Israel ,
requires that Israel first and foremost expand its
overall intelligence gathering capabilities in this
country and the region that is used by Iran very
extensively . There is also a need to strengthen ties
with intelligence agencies operating in the Yemen
region, to more accurately monitor missile batteries
of various types, with emphasis on ballistic and
cruise missiles.
Iran has developed a range of ballistic missiles.
One is the Shahab -5 estimated to be based on the
North Korean Taepodong -2
The potential range of the missile is estimated to
be between 3500 to 4000 km. The missile can carry
a warhead of 750 kgs.
The main challenge in missile interception is the
detection and alert phase. For this Israel has the
Green Pine detection radar that is part of the Arrow
ballistic missile interceptor. The second stage that
requires the presence of these missiles concerns
attack capabilities.
In addition, within the emerging threats in Iran,
Lebanon, Iraq, Syria - and according to the Prime
Minister's remarks in Yemen - security officials have
introduced requirements to increase the availability
of various types of weapon systems to be used by
the IAF.
An American X-band TPY-2 radar is deployed in
Sothern Israel and the data is shared with the IAF .
Israeli sources told DRA that the "multi directional"
threat will force the IAF , in charge of the country's
multi layered ballistic missile defense system , to add
sensors on the ground and in the air and in space.

EDGE
TANYA O’CASEY // ABU DHABI

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES ALSO UNITES ITS DEFENCE
TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES
In engineering and project management fields, there is an old saying: “Rather than trying to harness 1,000 mice, you
are better off getting a horse.” This is taken to mean that in many cases rather than using a lot of small engines to
power a system, a better solution is to use one big one. Well, it would seem that the United Arab Emirates (UAE) has
decided to adopt this philosophy regarding the country’s defence industry sector.

D

uring an impressive ceremony in Abu Dhabi
on November 5, the ruler, Crown Prince
His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, unveiled EDGE – an entity consolidating
fairly much all of the nation’s local defence, cyber and
intelligence capabilities. This involves taking more
than 25 disparate bodies and bringing them together
under the umbrella of EDGE, which in turn will have
five divisions:
- Platforms & Systems
- Missiles & Weapons
- Cyber Defence
- Electronic Warfare & Intelligence
- Mission support
By combining all of this talent and innovation,
the UAE plans on becoming a major player in the
defence and cyber marketplace, with aspirations
that go beyond the Middle East and include the
Asia Pacific region. Initially EDGE will have 12,000
employees who come from well known companies
such as protected vehicle producer NIMR and
aviation services joint venture AMMROC.
In seeking an innovative approach to the business,
Abu Dhabi could hardly have made a better choice
than with EDGE CEO and Managing Director
His Excellency Faisal Al Bannai, who has a strong
background as an entrepreneur with international
experience. After the ceremony, Defence Review Asia
had the opportunity to discuss his vision for what is
the world’s newest defence technology company –
certainly of this size.
He started with some detail about how he came to
be running EDGE:
“In the past, I've been in the commercial sector,
set up mobile technology companies, set up cyber
security companies and so on. But I think probably
my main achievement is being able to get into a
field, figure it out, do whatever it takes to achieve the
desired objective in that regard - and really leverage
all the eco-system around you to do it. I've never
been a government employee – in fact I've never

His Excellency Faisal Al Bannai (EDGE photo}

been any sort of employee. I think it is probably part
of that reason the leadership asked me to take this
challenge - to really bring a very commercially-minded
approach to rebuilding this industry. And frankly it's a
major honour to do so."
Next, we discussed the long-term vision for EDGE:
“We want to be a company known for a few things.
One, a company that gets known for its ability to
come up with practical solutions. That is able to
deliver advanced tech, but in a practical way. And
what I mean by that is, being able to do it efficiently
and being able to do it with speed. Because I think
today that's part of the challenge of where industry
is. Defence industry is a very large entity and itself
is very complex. However, we really want to remove
this complexity as far as possible. We really want to

be known as a company that's very agile, and that's
delivering practical solutions rapidly to its customers.
That's point one.
"Two. Definitely we want to be able to compete in
all our sectors. At the moment none of the individual
entities are world leaders but we are going to be
defining over the next few months, specific sectors
where we want to become the number one player
globally. We're going to double down on attracting
the best minds globally to work with our national
talent here in the UAE.
"An important global trend is technology
convergence, particularly between defence,
homeland security and cyber protection. While
there is still a huge amount of dedicated military
hardware around the globe – and it will continue to
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A United Arab Emirates F-16E Desert Falcon, Block 60 (USAF courtesy photo)

be produced – there are more and more areas of dual
use technologies emerging. This is something that
EDGE hopes to benefit from:
“When we're referring to advanced technologies,
maybe the final product is a defence product. But
when you look at it, autonomous capabilities can also
serve a UAV, can serve a missile - but can equally
serve autonomous capabilities for a car, for a boat,
or for a whatever. So, we really look at ourselves first
and foremost as an advance tech company rather
than a defence company. We're an advanced tech
company - and the culture we're looking to build now
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is catering today for the defence and security sector
in that regard. What we really want to be in our heart
- and in terms of how we operate as a business – is
more of an innovative tech company rather than a
general traditional defence contractor.
"But yes, today the focus is to work on the defence
and security segment, because currently that's where
the country is investing a lot of money to secure itself.
We want to use part of these funds to further build
an economy, and partly further become a catalyst for
our nationals to enter the advanced tech space. And
a catalyst to be able to bring a lot of global minds,

technological minds to be able to work in-country.
The UAE has done a great job in this regard in the
broader business world – including the hotel industry,
airline industry and numerous others. The country
was able to attract individuals from numerous other
nations to be based here. We're really looking to be
a catalyst to able to bring great minds here and really
build that technological base.”
However, the defence technology market is already
quite crowded – as His Excellency acknowledges,
though he believes that this is not necessarily a
disadvantage:
“A lot of people today say: “you have grandiose
plans, where are your locals?” Because normally
if you're in the U.S defence sector, it's with U.S
employees, if you're Russian, it's Russian staff, if
you're in China, it's Chinese – and so on. Each
country is really very protective of their industries
- and today someone might say that not having
indigenous nationals in the defence sector is
a disadvantage. We frankly want to make it an
advantage, because we are saying – “yes, today we
don't have enough critical mass. But we're a country
that 85% of the population are expatriates.” So, we
are a country that wants to welcome all the brightest
minds here, and really focus on the technology
aspect in that regard and use that disadvantage and
turn it into an advantage. We plan to really double
down on that and be the greatest environment for
the right people."
Summarising the structure of the new company, he
explained:
“We have five sectors, or five clusters, as I
mentioned: EDGE platforms, EDGE weapons,
cyber-defence, electronic warfare and EDGE mission
support. What I'm really interested in, is to really
build the capabilities of that across other sectors of
the economy. Because the one that matters to me is
building autonomous capabilities - which really cuts
across everywhere and another aspect is building
the secure communication capability that is broadly
applicable. It is developing capabilities related to
artificial intelligence that covers that. It's building
these pieces that contribute to how advanced we are
in these areas - when it comes to other factors like
quantum computing, when it comes to all of these
areas they all influence the way that technology is
moving. In the not too distant future, autonomy is
really relevant. And no matter if you are talking car,
ship, plane, - artificial intelligence is really relevant to
all of them."
For Faisal Al Bannai the creation of EDGE is
also very much about nation building for the UAE.
He pointed out that the country’s great wealth had
been used initially to develop infrastructure – roads,

EDGE

A United Arab Emirates Presidential Guard soldier engages targets during the Australian Army Skill at Arms Meeting
Credit: CoA / Nunu Campos

bridges, airports and hospitals. Then it was the turn
of the education sector. He pointed out that when
he originally suggested that nuclear power should
be studied, people were sceptical because of the
country’s huge oil and natural gas reserves – but now
it has started to happen. He summarised the present
circumstances for the UAE:
“I think we are the right sweet spot where there
is enough critical mass combined with an ability of
leadership that can learn and have patience to think
long term – but also have an ability to be very decisive
on making things move faster. Normally in the history
of many countries, if you look at Singapore, look
at whatever, you normally had leaders at a certain
moment of time that really made the difference,
because they were able to, once they get to a certain
stage, chart a course for the nation’s future.
“You've got to think big. You've got to have the
patience and not be a short-term player of trying to
think big -and you need to be decisive. I think, we've
been given a lot of tremendous support today with
His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan
inaugurating the event. A lot of support to be able to
really make a difference in our region. Again, it’s not

all about defence - but of really bringing talent and
bringing nationals into the advanced tech space and
really creating another domain within it. That's really
the big picture of that because some people ask- is it
due to regional threats or not? All these threats come
and go, I mean, we all know we live in an interesting
neighbourhood in that regard.
“We're spending money on defence. Why not use
it as a catalyst to really build the parts that will really
bring the whole country many different benefits.
That’s better than spending it on a single sector.”
While the goal of developing a world leading
high tech defence and security sector in a relatively
small – if very wealthy – country looks ambitious, it
can be done. During the discussion Faisal Al Bannai
specifically mentioned Singapore – a small nation
with which the UAE has excellent links. Even 20
years ago Singapore had very little by way of local
defence technology, but with Government support
that sector is both world class and export oriented.
In Arabic countries such as the UAE, one hesitates
to mention the example of Israel, but it is also a small
but very powerful high technology developer and
seller of defence and security systems.

EDGE also has the potential to benefit from the
excellent standing the UAE enjoys in the broader
world community – and its close links with the U.S.
The country has played an important role in the
fight against extremism – and has been prepared
to put its commitments into practical action through
involvement in regional conflicts such as Libya and
Yemen.
The country is held in high regard not just
because it spends a lot of money on defence
technology – but is actually prepared to use it
when circumstances require.
Only time will tell how well the EDGE experiment
works, but the ingredients of the company –
and its leadership – means that it could be an
important part of the world military market in the
not too distant future. As disruptive technologies
such as AI become more prevalent, there might
be important market niches for companies that
are extremely agile and can move quickly to seize
opportunities when they emerge.
(Disclaimer: Tanya O’Casey travelled to the UAE as
a guest of EDGE)
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ARMED AND DANGEROUS: MARITIME PATROL
AIRCRAFT IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC
Across the Asia-Pacific, a growing number of maritime patrol aircraft (MPA) are entering service at the same time
as navies acquire submarines en masse as they modernise their fleets and keep up with regional competitors. With
more than 300 submarines predicted to be operating in the East and South China Seas within the decade, well-armed
MPAs are arriving in numbers to counter them, as well as surface vessels.
guidance), capable of anti-ship and land strike
missions using a 227 kg warhead. The Harpoon
was also developed into the Standoff Land Attack
Missile (SLAM) and Expanded Response (SLAMER) versions.
The Poseidon’s Mk 54 Lightweight torpedo is the
standard 324 mm ASW torpedo used by the US
Navy, having entered service in 2004 and has also
been purchased by Australia, India, Mexico, Canada,
the UK and Thailand. It can be launched from ships
and aircraft, and in the P-8’s case, can be dropped
from high altitude with a GPS-guided parachute. The
acoustic-homing torpedo has a speed of more than
75 km/h and a 43 kg shaped charge warhead.

CHINA

A RAAF P-8 over the HMAS Hobart (Cpl Craig Barrett - Australian DoD)

AUSTRALIA
Australia is in the process of retiring its 15 remaining
Lockheed AP-3C Orion turboprops, and replacing
them with far more capable Boeing P-8A Poseidon
twin jets. To date, 15 have been ordered, with a
dozen delivered since November 2016. Final entry
into service is planned for 2022, with the last AP-3C
to be withdrawn the following year. Poseidons have
already been deployed internationally, notably to the
Middle East, and help patrol Australia’s 15 million
square nautical miles of ocean territory.
The Poseidon is one of the most advanced
MPAs in service and can perform maritime patrol,
anti-submarine warfare (ASW), command and
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR)
missions. Based on the popular and economical
737 airframe, its mission equipment includes
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Raytheon's AN/APY-10 maritime surveillance
radar (which can detect a periscope at 50 km or a
container ship at 350 km); L-3's Wescam MX-20HD
digital electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) sensor;
Northrop Grumman's AN/ALQ-240 electronic
support measures (ESM) system; sonobuoys and a
comprehensive self-protection system.
The 10,000 kg weapon payload includes up to
six Boeing AGM-84L Harpoon Block II anti-ship
missiles (AShMs) under the wings and forward
fuselage, and five Raytheon Mk 54 lightweight
torpedoes in the heated weapons bay, which can
also accommodate mines and depth charges. The
Harpoon is a well-established radar-guided overthe-horizon missile, with a range of more than 100
kilometres. It has been progressively upgraded
and is available in Block II form (with GPS/INS

China has of late greatly expanded its MPA fleet and
introduced new types, while reconfiguring others for
the role – for instance it uses Xian H-6G bombers
as MPAs: these carry CASIC YJ-83K AShMs and
apparently also YJ-12 anti-ship cruise missiles. The
turbojet-powered YJ-83K has a 165 kg warhead
and range of 180 km. Guidance is via datalink and
active radar, but an imaging infrared guided version
is also available (YJ-83KH). The relatively new
ramjet-powered YJ-12, in service since 2015, is a
long-range AShM with an estimated speed of Mach
2.5-3.5, range of 150-400 km and 250 kg warhead.
It is fitted to the H-6J and modernized H-6K.
The H-6G will be replaced by the H-6J in the
maritime role – China has at least eight H-6Js in
service. They can carry YJ-83K and YJ-12 missiles
and possibly the YJ-100 long-range (800+ km)
anti-ship cruise missile. Meanwhile, it appears the
new H-6N may be able to carry a single CH-AS-X-13
ballistic missile to destroy aircraft carriers. Aircraft in
Air Force service have been seen carrying KD-63B
and KD-20 air-launched cruise missiles.
The Navy’s first long-range MPA is the Shaanxi
Y-8X, which entered service in small numbers in
the mid-1980s. This has a Litton AN/APS-504(V)3
surface search radar with a range of 190 km, and

MARITIME PATROL
anomaly detector. They are armed with AGM-84L
Harpoon II and AGM-84H SLAM-ER missiles, mines
and Mk 54 torpedoes. In 2012 India bought 21
AGM-84Ls for its P-8Is, but chose not to purchase
Mark 82 depth charges.
The Neptunes replaced eight Tupolev Tu-142Ms in
March 2017 and will replace five upgraded Ilyushin Il38SDs when they are retired in 2025. These aircraft,
which had been redelivered by 2010, are fitted with
the Sea Dragon suite able to detect sea targets at
up to 320 km and air targets at 90 km. This includes
a synthetic aperture/inverse synthetic aperture radar,
FLIR, low-light TV camera, ESM system and new
MAD. Il-38SDs are armed with Zvezda subsonic
turbojet-powered Kh-35 anti-ship cruise missiles
as well as FAB 250 bombs. The Kh-35 has a range
of 130 km, with guidance by INS/GNSS and
active radar. The Indian Navy previously fitted BAe
Dynamics Sea Eagle anti-ship missiles to its Il-38s.

JAPAN
A Xian Y-8Q MPA (Chinese Internet)

some have been fitted with a forward-looking infrared
(FLIR) turret. The most important type flying today is
the Y-8GX-6/Y-8Q/GX-6/KQ-200, which is believed
to have entered service in 2014/15 with well over a
dozen built. This highly modified turboprop features
a long magnetic anomaly detector (MAD), sonobuoy
launchers, search radar, electro-optical system and
weapons bay. Four YJ-83K missiles could possibly
be carried under the wings.
The Y-8Q is likely to carry indigenous Yu-7K or Yu11K torpedoes. The Yu-7 (Fish-7) is China’s primary
torpedo, having entered service with the PLAN in
the 1990s. It weighs 235 kg and has a speed of 83
km/h, being driven by an Otto II propulsion system
(the ET-52 is electrically powered). The Yu-7 has
an active/passive acoustic homing seeker, range of
around 14 km and is armed with a 40 kg shaped
charge warhead. The Yu-7 was followed by the
lightweight Yu-11, which emerged in mid-2015.
This is powered by a pump-jet propulsor for greater
speed and depth (600+ as opposed to 400 metres).

Council approved the procurement of another six for
around US $3 billion, with a contract expected in
2020 and first delivery from 2023.
Indian P-8I Neptunes are heavily customized, and
equipped with Telephonics APS-143 OceanEye air/
sea search radar, Raytheon AN/APY-10 maritime/
overland surveillance radar and CAE magnetic

Japan has a necessarily large fleet of maritime
surveillance/patrol aircraft to cover its ocean reaches.
The Japan Maritime Self Defence Force (JMSDF)
has relied largely on some 60 surviving Kawasakibuilt Harpoon-armed P-3C Orions since 1981 for
maritime patrol. They are being replaced by more
capable Kawasaki P-1s, with 22 in service out of a
requirement for 70.
The P-1 is one of the few purpose-built MPAs on
the market. First flight was in September 2007 but

INDIA
The Indian Navy became the first export customer
for the Poseidon when it ordered eight in 2009 for
US $2.1 billion, and these were delivered from May
2013. They are used extensively, and have taken part
in exercises with countries across the Indian Ocean
as well as counter-piracy patrols (notably via Oman).
Another four were ordered in 2016 for US $1 billion
and in late 2019 the Indian Defence Acquisition

A Kawasaki P-1 (Japanese MoD)
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deliveries to the JMSDF only began in March 2013
after a number of technical issues were discovered.
The aircraft is powered by four IHI F7-10 turbofans
designed specifically for maritime patrol flight
regimes. Mission equipment includes a Toshiba
HPS-106 X-band active electronically scanned
array radar to detect surface and aerial targets, a
Fujitsu HAQ-2 FLIR, a Mitsubishi HSQ-102 MAD,
sonobuoys and HLR-109B ESM system.
The weapon payload is greater than the Orion,
at over 9,000 kg, and includes AGM-65 Maverick
and Harpoon missiles - other options are believed
to include Mitsubishi ASM-1C/Type 91 anti-ship
missiles, depth charges and mines, carried in an
internal bay or on eight underwing hardpoints. The
ASM-1C is fitted to Japan’s P-3Cs as well – this
turbojet powered missile entered service in the
early 1990s. It has a range of 180 km and inertial/
active radar guidance. The relatively new ASM-3
is expected to be fitted to Japan’s F-2 fighters

MALAYSIA
Malaysia has a huge need for maritime patrol aircraft
given its strategic location and in early 2019 the
Ministry of Defence said it had revived its MPA
acquisition project - after an earlier postponement. It
is looking at funding options, with a requirement for
two over the next five years and possibly two more
after that. Malaysia uses King Air 200Ts for maritime
surveillance at the moment, supported by two
Bombardier 415MPs.

NEW ZEALAND
The Royal New Zealand Air Force has for many
years relied on the Orion to patrol a Pacific Ocean
zone larger than Europe, currently flying half a
dozen upgraded P-3K2 aircraft armed with Mk 82
and Mk 83 munitions as well as Mk 46 torpedoes.
In August 2019 Boeing completed the US $23
million underwater intelligence, surveillance and

Master radar. The P-3C-PUP (Pakistan Upgrade
Programme) Orions are armed with AGM-84L
Harpoon missiles and can presumably be fitted
with naval mines such as the Mk 25, Mk 39, Mk 55
or Mk 56 as well as depth charges and torpedoes
(Pakistan has acquired A244 and Mk 46 torpedoes).
Two second hand ATR 72-212 aircraft entered
service with the Pakistan Navy in August 2013 and
these were subsequently converted to RAS 72 Sea
Eagle MPAs by Rheinland Air Service. The first was
redelivered in June 2018 and the second a year
later, with the aim of replacing the F27s. Pakistan’s
Sea Eagles are equipped with Leonardo Seaspray
7300 search radar, Star Safire-III turret, sonobuoys,
satellite communications, ESM and self-protection
suites and two weapons hardpoints for torpedoes
and depth charges – they have been observed
carrying torpedoes behind the nose.

PHILIPPINES
The Philippines Air Force has several Fokker F-27
MPAs in its inventory, but since 2014 has been
looking to acquire new aircraft and is currently
considering between one and two ex-US Navy P-3s.
In August 2018 the Air Force received a C-130T
converted for the maritime role with a Special
Airborne Mission Installation Response (Sabir)
system. This includes an MX-15HD turret and Elta
ELM-2022 synthetic aperture surveillance radar,
which can detect vessels at over 300 km.

SINGAPORE
Singapore is currently examining options to replace
its five Fokker 50 Maritime Enforcer Mk II MPAs,
which have served since the late 1990s. They are
armed with Harpoon missiles, depth charges and
A244/S torpedoes. Mission equipment includes
Raytheon AN/APS-134 search radars, sonobuoys
and CAE AN/ASQ-504 MADs.

SOUTH KOREA
A RNZAF P-3K2 drops a Mk 46 torpedo during RIMPAC 2016 (Acting Flight Sgt Sean Donaldson - RNZAF)

and perhaps the P-1. This stealthy sea-skimming
missile can reach up to Mach 5, with a range of
400 km.
Torpedo options on the P-1 include the widely
used NATO-standard Mk 46 and indigenous Type
97 (G-RX4) and Type 12 (G-RX5). The shortrange Type 97 was developed by Mitsubishi
for the JMSDF and entered service in the late
1990s, including with Japan’s Orions. The 320 kg
weapon has an acoustic guidance system. It was
augmented from 2012 by the lightweight Type 12.
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reconnaissance (UWISR) upgrade that helps bridge
the gap until new P-8A Poseidons arrive in April
2023 - New Zealand agreed to acquire four in July
2018 at a cost of US $1.54 billion. Final operating
capability will be by 2025.

PAKISTAN
For maritime patrol, Pakistan flies Harpoon-armed
ex-US NavyP-3Cs, seven of which were inducted
between 2007 and 2012, supplemented by several
ageing Fokker 27-200 MPAs equipped with Ocean

Maritime patrol is important for South Korea due
to the North’s considerable submarine fleet, and to
this end the Republic of Korea Air Force is acquiring
six Poseidons for delivery in the early 2020s. The
procurement was approved in September 2018
to replace 16 P-3C/CKs currently in service. The
Orions recently benefited from a major upgrade
that extended service lives. They are fitted with
Raytheon AN/APS-134(V) radars, Harpoon missiles,
torpedoes and depth charges. In August 2019 the
United States approved a possible US$72 million
sale of Mk 54 All-Up-Round lightweight torpedoes
to South Korea, which requested 31 for fixed wing
aircraft, including its P-8s.

MARITIME PATROL

A South Korean P-3 during RIMPAC 2018 (Petty Officer 2nd Class Breanna Ancheta - USN)

South Korea manufactures a wide array of its own weaponry, including
the LIG Nex1 K745 Chung Sang Eo (Blue Shark) torpedo, which has
been fitted to the Orion fleet.
South Korea manufactures a wide array of its
own weaponry, including the LIG Nex1 K745
Chung Sang Eo (Blue Shark) torpedo, which has
been fitted to the Orion fleet. This descends via
parachute when near a target before submerging
and navigating by sonar, GPS and INS out to a
range of 20 km. Top speed is more than 80 km/h.
Development has been protracted, with acceptance
testing in late 2018. The Blue Shark is deployed on
surface ships, maritime helicopters and MPAs to
combat submarines.

TAIWAN
The Republic of China Air Force retired its last of 11
Grumman S-2T Turbo Tracker MPAs in late 2017,

having replaced them with 12 second hand (but
extensively refurbished) P-3C Orions. The US $1.96
billion sale was approved in 2007 with deliveries
from 2013 to 2017. Taiwanese Orions can be armed
with Harpoon Block II missiles, Mk 46 torpedoes
and locally converted Mk 82 depth charges.

THAILAND
For maritime patrol, Thailand operates several P-3T
Orions (with Harpoon missiles and SeaVue radar)
and three F27-200ME Maritime Enforcers that are
armed with Stingray torpedoes, Harpoons, depth
charges, unguided rockets and mines. The Stingray
is an older weapon, having first entered service with
the Royal Navy in 1983. It has a top speed of 80

km/h and 45 kg warhead. Guidance is by active and
passive sonar sensors, with a range of around 10
kilometres.
A search for F27 replacements is expected to
begin in 2021, with Indonesian Aerospace ready
to offer Harpoon or Exocet-armed CN235 MPAs.
Meanwhile, some of the Royal Thai Navy’s seven
Do 228s were equipped with Selex Seaspray 5000
search radar and Optimare track-while-scan system,
and can be fitted with unguided rockets.
Maritime surveillance and patrol is of vital
importance to many nations in the Asia-Pacific.
Although MPAs have traditionally been large and
expensive, new lower cost aircraft are becoming
available, such as Saab’s Swordfish multimission MPA/ISR platform, Airbus’s A320 MPA
(augmenting its existing C295 MPA) as well as
IAI’s ELI-3360. These and existing platforms are
ensuring the slow but steady regional demand for
MPAs is being met.
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It’s no wonder the C295 is the undisputed
leader of its field. With unparalleled
versatility, it’s at home performing a
variety of missions. Air to air refuelling,
search and rescue, troop transport and a
wide range of surveillance duties. And to
top it all, its simple, robust design, means
it has the lowest fuel and maintenance
costs in the category. Visit us online
to find more reasons why the C295 is
the best-selling medium range tactical
airlifter in the world.
Versatility. We make it fly.

airbus.com

